
7 Things you 
MUST AVOID

before buying a Golf Cart

FREE GUIDE

Hey friends! 
We know you're excited to get that shiny new Yamaha golf car or Evolution Electric

Vehicle, but don't let the thrill make you cut corners. 
Be smart - take a few different models out for a spin, give your new wheels a thorough
look-over before buying, get crystal clear on what's covered for how long, make sure

you don't get too much or too little cart, and personalize it with the bells and whistles
you'll actually use. 

Doing your homework now means no regrets later - and more time enjoying the ride!

Not test driving - It's important to test drive different models to see how they
handle and which features you like best. Don't buy until you've tried it!

Focusing on price alone - Consider the long-term costs of ownership
including battery life, maintenance, and repair costs. A cheaper model

may cost more in the long run.

Buying more capacity than you need - Make sure to think about the
capacity you really require. Don't overbuy just for the sake of it.

Neglecting accessories - Carefully consider which accessories like a
folding rear seat, cooler, or lift kit will enhance how you use your golf

cart. Add them upfront for easy installation.

Not inspecting thoroughly - Carefully inspect the new cart for any
defects, damage, or missing components before accepting delivery. It's

much easier to address issues then versus later.

Not understanding warranties - Be clear on what parts/systems are
covered under warranty and for how long. Get warranty terms in writing.

Skipping a test drive - Don't skip test driving models from other brands.
Try different styles to determine which model truly fits your needs and

preferences best.

Here are some common mistakes when buying a new Yamaha golf car or
Evolution Golf Cart and how to avoid them:
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CONTACT US TODAY


